Indication for thresholds of chromosome non-disjunction versus chromosome lagging induced by spindle inhibitors in vitro in human lymphocytes.
Risk assessment from exposure to spindle inhibitors should take into account the possibility of threshold concentration-response curves for aneuploidy induction. We analysed concentration-dependent induction of chromosome non-disjunction by well known spindle poisons (colchicine, carbendazim, mebendazole and nocodazole) and a reference clastogen, methyl methanesulphonate (MMS) in vitro in human lymphocytes; and integrated these findings with earlier results of chromosome loss in micronuclei. Chromosome non-disjunction was estimated on cytokinesis-blocked lymphocytes after simultaneous fluorescent in situ hybridization labelling with two chromosome-specific centromeric probes (chromosomes 1 and 17). The frequencies of spontaneous non-disjunction showed important inter-individual variations and were surprisingly high (7.04-15.39%). Lower concentrations of aneugens did not induce a statistically significant increase of non-disjunction frequencies over the respective control levels, whereas higher concentrations clearly induced a concentration-dependent increase in the non-disjunction frequencies with the four aneugens tested. On the contrary, even at high concentrations, MMS induced a slight increase in the frequency of non-disjunction but without being statistically significant when compared with the control frequencies. We estimated the inflection points, the first statistically significant concentrations, the last non-statistically significant concentrations and the number of events from concentration-response curves of chromosome non-disjunction and chromosome loss. A threshold-type of concentration-response for non-disjunction is highly probable for colchicine and nocodazole. For carbendazim and mebendazole the inflection point fell above the first statistically significant concentrations. But since it is obvious from dose-response curves where the inflection point/threshold lies, it appears that the model might be picking up some irregularities (possibly due to experimental variability in the dose-response curve at concentrations greater than the threshold). For accurate estimation of the threshold, analysis of more concentrations or more cells might be needed. Our data strongly indicate that in cultured human lymphocytes chromosome non-disjunction is a major mechanism of aneuploidy induction by spindle inhibitors and since non-disjunction occurs at lower concentration than chromosome loss, the aneuploidy threshold should be estimated on the basis of non-disjunction rather than on micronuclei frequencies (chromosome loss).